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I. Introduction

The tedious calculations that occasionally occur in studying projective

differential geometry by means of the invariants and covariants of a com-

pletely integrable system of linear homogeneous differential equations are

admittedly an unpleasant feature of this method. But it seems that labor can

sometimes be avoided by reducing the system of equations to a system of the

first order. Such a system proves to be especially suitable for the study of a

configuration composed of a set of varieties generated by linear spaces, with

the generators in correspondence.

The present paper is concerned for the most part with the projective

differential geometry that can be studied by means of a system of «-f-1

linear homogeneous differential equations of the first order in n+1 dependent

variables and one independent variable. The transformation of dependent

variables that is used is determined by the configuration to be studied, which

in any case consists of a set of varieties each of which is generated by oo1

linear spaces, with the generators in correspondence. The precise number of

possible configurations of this type in a space of a given number of dimen-

sions is determined, but by imposing the condition that some of the varieties

shall be covariant to the rest of them the range of applicability of the method

can be widely extended. Certain curves called intersector curves on a variety

are defined, and the locus of their tangents is investigated.

A section is devoted to geometry in a space 56 of five dimensions. The

intersection of a configuration with a hyperquadric in S& yields a geometric

interpretation in ordinary ruled space. Another section is taken up with a

pair of ruled surfaces in ordinary space, with their generators in correspond-

ence. A complete system of invariants is furnished therefor, and a new

canonical form of the differential equations is established.

Finally a system of k(n+l) linear homogeneous partial differential equa-

tions of the first order in n+l dependent variables and k independent var-

* Presented to the Society, December 29, 1927; received by the editors in December,1927.
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iables is considered, and the foundations are laid for the projective dif-

ferential geometry of a configuration composed of a set of varieties each of

which is generated by °o * linear spaces, with the generators in correspon-

dence.

II. Ordinary differential equations

In a linear space S„ of n dimensions let us consider n-\-1 linearly indepen-

dent points Pi with projective homogeneous coordinates

*,«>, ••• , X¿«+" (¿ = 1, ••• ,n+l),

which are single-valued analytic functions of one independent variable /.

As / varies each point P< describes a curve C,-, and we thus obtain n+l

curves in Sn with their points in correspondence, corresponding points

being those that correspond to the same value of the parameter /.

The square matrix of the coordinates x/-» of the points P,- is of order

and rank n+1. Therefore it is possible to determine the coefficients of a

system of equations of the form
n+l

<£„) */ = ^atjXj (i = 1, •••,»+ 1),
j'-i

so that (xiw, • ■ ■ , Xn+k)y(k = l, ■ • ■ , n+l) will be n+l sets of solutions.

For example we may substitute each of these sets in turn in the first equation

of system (En) and then solve the resulting n+l equations for the coefficients

of the first of equations (En). Similarly, the coefficients of each of the other

n equations can be determined.

The transformation of dependent variables

(2Vi) Xi = \iXi (i = 1 ,•••,» + 1),

and the transformation of independent variable

(V) u = u(t),     «VO,

leave each of the curves C,- invariant. Therefore the projective differential

geometry of a set of n+l curves in Sn with their points in correspondence can

be studied by means of the invariants and covariants of system (En) under the

total transformation (Tn.iU). Various configurations covariant to such curves

can be defined at once. For example, n of the points P, corresponding to a

value of t determine a hyperplane 5„_i, and as t varies this hyperplane os-

culates a curve. In this way n+l new curves with their points in corre-

spondence with those of the original curves are obtained. And for each k

(k = l, ■ • • , n — 1) there are Cn+i,k+i covariant varieties Vk+i each of which

is generated by oo1 linear spaces Sk determined by k+1 of the points Pi, and the
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generators of all of these are in correspondence with the points Pi of the curves C,-.

With a different choice of the transformation of dependent variables, the

projective differential geometry of a different configuration can be studied by

means of the corresponding invariants and covariants of system (E„). The

situation will be made clear by illustrations. If n = 2, besides the geometry of

a triple of plane curves* with their points in correspondence, we can also

study by means of (E2) the geometry of a pair of plane curves with the tangents

of one corresponding to the points of the other if we use the transformation of

dependent variables

2

(r2.2) Xi = £ \ijXj  (i = 1,2),   x3 = x3x3.

Í-1

Obviously the points of these two curves are in correspondence, and the

lines joining corresponding points envelop a new covariant curve, while

the point of intersection of the tangents at corresponding points generates

another, and so on.

If n = 3, there are three possibilities besides a quadruple of space curves

with their points in correspondence. First of all, if we use the transformation

2

(T3.2) Xi =   £x»,z,-,  xk = \kxk (i = 1,2 ; k = 3,4),
i-l

we obtain the geometry of a ruled surface and a pair of curves with the genera-

tors of the surface and the points of the curves in correspondence. The lines join-

ing corresponding points of the curves generate a covariant ruled surface.

In the second place, the transformation

2 4

(TVs) Xi = £\<;îj,  xk = £ Xjfcj-x,- (¿ = 1,2 ; k = 3,4)
j-l j-3

yields the geometry of a pair of ruled surfaces with generators in correspondence

which we have studied elsewhere,f and concerning which we shall have more

to say in §4.   Finally, the transformation

3

(T3.4) Xi = £ \i,Xj (i = 1,2,3),  x4 = X4Í4

i-i

gives a developable surface and a curve with the tangent planes of the one and

the points of the other in correspondence. The points of the edge of regression

* Jerbert, Abstract, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 33 (1927), p. 516.

t Lane, Ruled surfaces with generators in one-to-one correspondence, these Transactions, vol. 25

(1923), p. 281.
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of the developable and those of the other curve are in correspondence, and the

ruled surface of lines joining corresponding points is a covariant ruled sur-

face, as is also the ruled surface of lines of intersection of the osculating

planes of the two curves at corresponding points.

In general, the number of configurations whose projective differential

geometry can be studied in Sn by means of the invariants and covariants of

system (E„) under linear transformations of the dependent variables and the

transformation (U) of the independent variable is n(n2+20)/24 if n is even

and n^2; and the number is n(n2+23)/24 if n is odd. These formulas can

be obtained by observing that the number under consideration is the

number of ways in which it is possible to choose at least two transforma-

tions of the form

a b

Xi =   2 *«*i (i = 1, • ■ ■ , a) ; xk = ^2 \kj Xj      (k = a + 1, • • • , b) ;

(1)

• • •  ; xi =  X  *ißi       (t = g + 1, • • • , A),
i=e+l

where a, b, ■ ■ ■ , g, h are positive integers such that

a è h -[a è • • • è g -/ è h— g,     a < b < • • ■ < g < h = n + 1.

In particular, if » = 4, the number of configurations is 6, and if » = 5, the

number is 10.

Let us consider any one of the possible configurations in Sn, and any one

of the varieties Vk+i in this configuration which is the locus of an Sk with

l^k^n — 2. A curve on such a variety will be called an inter sector curve

with respect to the remaining varieties in the configuration in case the

tangent to the curve at the point where it crosses a generator Sk intersects

the linear space Sn-k-i determined by the generators of the other varieties

in the configuration that correspond to Sk- In order to obtain the differential

equations of these curves let us observe that any curve on the Vk+i can be

regarded as the locus of a point fa where

*+i
(2) <P = xi + £ X,*,-.

j-i

The point fa+h<f> is any point on the tangent of this curve at the point fa

and (¡>'+h<j> can be expressed as a linear combination of X\, • • •, x„+i. If

the curve is an intersector curve, then the coefficients of Xi, • • • , xk+i must

vanish. Thus we obtain k+1 equations, and elimination of h from them gives

the differential equations of the intersector curves on Vk+i
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i+i
(3)      Xp' + aip - aiikp + £ \j(aip - \pan) =0 (p = 2, • • • , k + 1).

>=2

There are °o * of these curves, one of them passing through each point of a

generator Sk.

Tangents of intersector curves may be called intersector tangents. The

locus of the intersector tangents at points of a fixed generator Sk is a variety

Vk+i, whose equations can be found in the following way. In the expression

for d>'+h<f> as a linear combination of Xi, • • • , xn+i let us replace Xp' by the

expression given therefor by equation (3). Then let us denote the coefficients

of Xi, • • • , xn+i by yi, • • • , y„+i respectively, so that yi, • • • , yB+i are the

local coordinates of the point (f>'+h<j> on an intersector tangent referred

to the pyramid whose vertices are the points X\, • • • , xn+i. Thus we find

the parametric equations of the locus of the intersector tangents at points of a

fixed generator,
k+l

yi = an + £x,a,i + h, yp = \pyi   (p = 2, • • • , k + 1),

(4)v ' *+i

y a =  ttl,  + £ Xj-dy, (q =   k + 2,  • • •   ,  « + 1) .
J-2

// 2k>n — 2, homogeneous elimination of X2, • • • , X*+i and h from these

equations gives n — k — i quadratic equations of the locus of the intersector

tangents,
*+i

(5) £ yi(a¡qyn+i - y4ai,n+i) =0    (q = k + 2, ■ ■ ■ , n).
j-i

The locus is therefore a Vk+i of order 2(n — k — l). If, however, 2k ^n —2,

homogeneous elimination gives n — l — 2k linear equations and k quadratic

equations. In this case the locus is a Vk+i of order 2k.

III. Space of five dimensions

The case n = 5 offers especial interest because the intersection of a con-

figuration with a hyperquadric in 56 can be interpreted as a configuration

of line geometry in ordinary ruled space. And of the ten possible configura-

tions in Sb there are three which, because of their symmetrical properties,

seem to be most interesting.

Denoting the equations (En) when « = 5 by (£6), let us consider in

connection therewith the transformation

2 4 6

(Ti.4) Xi = £x<,xJ-,  Xk = £Xi,f,-,  xi = £ \i,Xj
J-l ¿-3 j-5

(i = 1,2;   ¿ = 3,4;   / = 5, 6).
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The configuration to be studied is a triple of ruled surfaces with their generators

in correspondence. One of these ruled surfaces P12 is the locus of the line ¿12

joining the points Pi, P2; and similar notations will be used for the others.

Considering a point tfi+X^ on li2 we find that the differential equation of

the intersector curves on Ri2 with respect to R& and R¡<¡ is

(6) X' + ai2 — (au — a22)\ — a2{K2 = 0.

The harmonic property of four particular solutions of an equation of Riccati

can be given a new geometric interpretation here. And if X is the general

solution of (6) the intersector tangents of Ri2 at points of h2 intersect the S3

determined by the corresponding generators lu, he in a straight line which is

the locus of the point
6

S (au + Xa2,-)a;,-

as the constant of integration takes all possible values. As t varies, this

line generates a ruled surface on the V4 generated by the 5s.

The osculating plane of a curve on i?i2 generated by a point Xi+\x2 cu

h2 ordinarily meets the S3 of the corresponding generators ¿34, 46 in a point

whose coordinates can easily be found. But if we impose on the curve the

condition that the intersection of its osculating plane and the S3 shall be a

straight line, then there are only two curves of this type on Ri2, and for them

X is a root of the equation

6

(7) 2 [<i2/fffiX* + (ai,-ff,-i — a2,aj2)\ — ai,-a,-*] = 0.
1=3

The effect of (r6.4) on system (E¡) is to produce another system of the

same form. If we choose (Xn, X21) and (X12, X22) as two pairs of solutions of

the differential equations

(8) <t>' = aii<£ + ai2}fi, \f/' = a2i<j> + a22p,

we find that á,-,- = 0 (i, j = l, 2). Similarly we can make ä,-, = 0 (i,j = 3, 4),

and aij = 0 (i, j = 5, 6). Thus we obtain a canonical form of system (Es)

for which the directrix curves on each surface are intersector curves with re-

spect to the other two, and for which, moreover, the derivative point of a

point Xi on one surface lies in the S3 determined by the generators of the

other two surfaces that correspond to the generator through x¡.

Another canonical form of (2£6) can be obtained in the following way.

Let us define the symbol (xy) by the equation

(9) (xy) = xwyw + xwym + xwyw + xwyw + x(5)y(3) + s(6);y(1).
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Then (xx) = 0 is the equation of a hyperquadric V4 in S&, and a point \xi+px2

on h2 lies on V4 in case X:/t satisfies the equation

(10) (*i*i)X2 + 2(*i*2)Xm + (xtx2)n2 = 0.

Assuming that the roots of this equation are distinct, so that h2 is not tangent

to V4, let us choose one root for Xu:Xi2 and the other for X2i:X22. Then the

transformation (Tb.4) makes the new directrix curves Ci, C2 of Rn lie on

V4. In this way we can obtain a canonical form of (E&) for which all six dire c-

trix curves lie on V4.

The usefulness of the second canonical form is due to the well known

fact that point geometry on V4 in S¡¡ is isomorphic with line geometry in

ordinary ruled space R3. To the curves G, C2 on V4 correspond two ruled

surfaces in R3. The geometry of the intersection of V42 and a triple of ruled sur-

faces in S6 with their generators in correspondence is equivalent to the geometry

of a triple of pairs of ruled surfaces in R3 with their generators in correspondence.

The assumption that the points P, are linearly independent implies that

six corresponding generators in R3 do not belong to a linear complex.

A triple of ruled surfaces* in R3 with their generators in correspondence

is equivalent to a triple of curves on V4 in S6 with their points in corre-

spondence. If the ruled surfaces of the triple are given by their parametric

equations in line coordinates

(11) xt» = xP(t) (i = 1,2,3 ; j = 1, • • • , 6), (xíXí) = 0,

and if no three corresponding generators with the generators consecutive

to each of them belong to the same linear complex, then on V4 we have three

curves whose tangents at corresponding points do not lie in an S4. Therefore,

the coordinates (*i(i), x2(i), x^'"1) (;' = 1, ■ ■ • , 6) form six sets of solutions of

a system of differential equations of the form

3

(12) Xi" = £ (p{ixj + qax,) (i = 1,2,3),
j'-i

and the geometry of the triple of ruled surfaces can be studied by means of

the invariants and covariants of these equations under the group of trans-

formations

(13) Xi = Xif i   (i = 1,2,3),    u = u(t).

Equations (12) can be converted into a system of the form (£6) by placing

x4 = xi , Xi = x2, x6 = x3 . The appropriate group of transformations is readily

determined.

* Carpenter, Triads of ruled surfaces, these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927), p. 254.
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Let us now consider system (P6) and the transformation

3 6

(Ts.i) Xi = ^2\ijXj,  xk = J^\kjX¡     (i = 1,2,3 ; * = 4,5,6).
Í-1 J-4

The configuration in this case is a pair of varieties V3, each of which is generated

by oo i planes, with the generators in correspondence. We shall denote these

varieties by V3 and V3 ', the first being generated by the plane S2 deter-

mined by the points Pi, P2, P3, and the second by Si' determined by P4,

Pi, Pt-
By an easy extension of the method used in connection with equations (8)

it is possible to obtain a canonical form of system (Eb) for which à,-,- = âpq = 0

(i, j = l, 2, 3; p, 9 = 4, 5, 6). The directrix curves on each variety are then

intersector curves with respect to the other, and the derivative point of a

point Xi on one variety lies in the corresponding generating plane of the other.

Another canonical form of system (E6) can be obtained by demanding

that the directrix curves of V3 and V3" lie on the hyperquadric V2. A point

Xi#i-r-X2iC2+X3:r3 on S2 lies on the conic of intersection of S2 and V* in case

Xi, X2, X3 satisfy the equation

3

(14) T.ixiX^j = 0.
¡.1=1

Therefore three sets of values of Xi, X2, X3 which satisfy this equation furnish

three directrix curves of V3 on V2. Similarly, three directrix curves for V3 '

can be found on V*.

To the conic of intersection of S2 and V42 corresponds in R3 a regulus

composed of one family of generators of a quadric surface. As / varies, the

conic generates a surface on V42, and the regulus generates a congruence.

The geometry of the intersection of the hyperquadric and the two varieties

V3 , V3 ' is equivalent to the geometry of two congruences each of which is the

locus of »x reguli in R3, with generating reguli in correspondence. Ordinarily

two consecutive reguli of such a congruence do not intersect. But the flecnode

congruence of a ruled surface is an example of such a congruence in which

two consecutive reguli do intersect in a generator of the ruled surface counted

twice. And the congruence of asymptotic tangents of a ruled surface is an

example of such a congruence in which two consecutive reguli intersect in

two flecnode tangents of the ruled surface.

If we consider finally system (P6) and the transformation

4 «

(Tt.9) Xi = ^\ijXj,    Xi = Y^^xjSj     (i = 1, • • • , 4 ; k = 5,6),
i=l J=6
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the configuration is a V4, which is the locus of °o1 linear spaces S3, and a ruled

surface RM, with generators in correspondence.

A canonical form of system (E&) can be obtained for which â„- = âpî = 0

(i, j = L, • • • , 4; p, ? = 5, 6). This canonical form is related to the inter-

sector curves on V4 and i?5e, as in previous cases.

The intersection of this configuration with V2 is a variety V3 generated

by oo » quadrics V*, and two curves which are the loci of points in correspond-

ence with the quadrics. The geometry of this configuration on the hyper-

quadric is equivalent in R3 to the geometry of a complex generated by ool

linear congruences, and a pair of ruled surfaces whose generators are in

correspondence with the congruences. Two consecutive congruences of the

complex ordinarily intersect in two lines which generate two ruled surfaces

in the complex. Moreover, the axes of a congruence of the complex also

generate two ruled surfaces, and these are such that their two common

tangents at points of corresponding generators are the aforesaid lines of

intersection of two consecutive congruences.

An example of a complex of the type under consideration is the complex

generated by the osculating linear congruences of a ruled surface. Such a

congruence is determined by four consecutive generators of the ruled surface,

and consists of the lines intersecting two flecnode tangents. Two consecutive

congruences intersect in an osculating regulus determined by three consecu-

tive generators of the ruled surface. Three consecutive congruences inter-

sect in a generator of the surface.

A second example is the complex of tangents of a ruled surface. This

consists of oox special linear congruences of tangents at points of a generator.

Two consecutive congruences of this kind intersect in a regulus of asymptotic

tangents, and three consecutive congruences intersect in two flecnode

tangents at points of a generator of the ruled surface.

IV. Pairs of ruled surfaces in ordinary space

In the paper referred to in §2 we studied a pair of ruled surfaces in ordi-

nary space with their generators in correspondence, using a transformation

of the form (T3.3), and using the following differential equations:

y' = diy + C12Z + «up + aUff,

z' = c2iy + c22z + a2ip + a2,a,
Fi)

p = buy + buz + dup + duo-,

<r' = buy + b22z + ¿2ip + d22ff.

For every configuration studied by our method the problem of computing
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a complete system of invariants arises. The method ordinarily used is that

of infinitesimal transformations according to Lie's theory of continuous

groups. This method applied to system (E3) leads to the following results.

A complete system of seminvariants, i.e., invariants under (T3.3), of a pair

of ruled surfaces with generators in correspondence consists of the eight sem-

invariants I2, I a, J4, J3, K3, K*,, Kt, L<¡ defined by the following formulas:

h = Z_, Oijbij, J4 = ¿_,AijBij, K3 = ¿lAijbij, Z« = ¿j 2í¿,58<j

(t,/= 1,2),
I i = (011022 — ai2a2i)(bub22 — 612621),

(15) Js = (AnA22 - AiiAnYBiiBn - Bi2B2i),

Kf, = (011022 — ai2a2i)(Biib22 — Bi2b2i — B2J>i2 + B22bn),

Ki = (A 11A 22 — A 12^121) (Bnb22 — Bi2bn — B2ibi2 + B22bn),

where

An   =   ttll  —   01lCll  —   021^12 +  0110*11 + 0120*211

-412  =   012  —   012^11  —   022^12 +  0110*12 +  0120*22,

(16) /
A2l   =   021  —   011C21  —   a2lC22 + 0210*11 +  0220*21,

A22  =   022  —   012^21  —   a22C22 +  021012 +  022«22,

and the formulas for 5,-,- are obtained from those for A a by interchanging

an and btj, Cu and d^, while the formulas for 2t¿,- and 33,-,- are obtained from

those for An and J3„ respectively by replacing therein a,-,- by An, and ¿>f,-

by Btj.   Every seminvariant is a function of these and their derivatives.

A complete system of invariants consists of the eight invariants I2, I4, 03,

Ob, 06, 010, 010, ös, of which the last six are defined by the following formulas:

03 = U - 2K3, 05 = // - 2K6, 06 = 4/2/4 - U%,

01O = 3Kb2 - 2KJI + 4I¿K,/Kt,

(17) fao = 4/4^5/8/^7 - Kb2,

08 = /j"(/j" - 4/4) - 4/2Í6 - 2/42 - 3U2U'/I2

+ 6/2'/4' + I5/2' V8/22.

All of the invariants can be calculated by application of the jacobian process*

to these eight fundamental invariants.

By means of (r3.3) it is possible to reduce system (E3) to the canonical

form
y' - ci2z + 0iip,      p' = buy -| ¿12ÍT,

(18)
z  = C21V + 022P,      a' = b22z + 0*2ip.

* Wilczynski, Projective Differential Geometry of Curves and Ruled Surfaces, p. 23.
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For this canonical form the tetrahedron yzpa is such that the two faces

through ly, are tangent to Ryz at Py and Pz, while the two faces through I,,,

are tangent to Rpa at Pf and P„. The lines lyp and lz„ are the common tangents

of Ryz and R„„. The two derivative points z' and p' are on /„„, while the

points y' and a' are on lzp. The anharmonic ratios (yaz'p') and (zpy'a')

are respectively equal to a^bu/dnc^ and auba/cudn. A complete system of

invariants for this canonical form consists of the eight invariants

aubu, a22b22,    Ci2c2i, di2d2i, audi2c2i/a22,

aiibn — aubu, a22622 — a22b22, Ci2c2i — Ci2c2i.

It is not difficult to show that if these invariants are given as functions of t,

they determine a pair of ruled surfaces with generators in correspondence,

except for a projective transformation.

A ruled surface and a derivative* ruled surface are a pair of ruled surfaces

with their generators in correspondence. The derivative of Ryz is generated

by /„,, where

(19) p = 2/ + puy + pi2z,       <r = 2z' + p2iy + p22z,

the coefficients pa being those of Wilczynski's system 04). It is easy to show

that in this case the coefficients of system (E3) are given by the formulas

(20) en = da = — \Pa,   bu = §«<,-,   an = £, ai2 = a2i = 0    (i,j = 1,2),

wherein the functions Ua are those usually denotedf by these symbols.

If for R„, we choose the principal derivative ruled surfacej of Ryz, then our

theory of a pair of ruled surfaces becomes a theory of the single ruled surface

RyZ, because the principal derivative of a ruled surface is covariant to the

surface.

V. Partial differential equations

If the coordinates Xti{) (i,j = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n+l) of «+1 points Pi are functions

of k independent variables u1, ■ • • , w* (k<n), then the locus of each point

is a variety Vk, and we thus obtain n+1 such varieties in Sn with their points

in correspondence. It is possible to determine the coefficients of a system

of equations of the form

dx-      n+1
(21) — - £ a'iPxi (i= I, ■ ■ ■ , n + l;p = I, ■ ■ • , k),

du"       ,_i

* Wilczynski, k>c. cit., p. 146.

t Wilczynski, loc. cit., p. 96.
% Wilczynski, loc. cit., p. 216. Stouffer, Some canonical forms and associated expansions in pro-

jective differential geometry, Address before the Southwestern Section, St. Louis, Nov. 26,1927.
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so that (#i(,), • • • , Zn+V) 0 = 1» " ' ' » w+l) will be »+1 sets of solutions.

These coefficients satisfy %k(k — l)(n+l)2 integrability conditions which

can be obtained by demanding that the derivatives of the second order

calculated by differentiating equations (21) shall be unique. These integra-

bility conditions are

i\n.. n+l da-- "+1
°0>Ji>   .    -r-> «u-,,4 -T-»

-T 2-ê ailpaUt =-T    ¿-i   0ií«0¡ÍP

(22) «- - *«" -
(i,j = 1, • • • , » + 1 ; p,q = 1, • • • , k ; p < q).

From these conditions, it is easy to deduce the equations

ÍÜ /d0¡í„      dau„\

(23) £(-tt-tt) = 0   fr»*-1»•"•.*;#<«)•
i=l \ ÔM3 dMp /

A transformation

(24) z.^XiXi (t = 1, •••,« + 1),

with the X,- supposed to be functions of u1, ■ • • , uk, and a transformation

(25) Ü» - **(«S . • • , «*) (i»-l, •••,*).

leave each of the varieties F* invariant. Therefore ¿Äe projective differential

geometry of a set of n+l varieties in S„, with their points in correspondence,

can be studied by means of the invariants and covariants of system (22) under the

total transformation (24), (25).

If we use a general transformation of the form (1) with coefficients that

are functions of w1, • • • , uk, we obtain the geometry of a configuration

which consists of a certain number of varieties, each of which is the locus of

oo * linear spaces in correspondence. For example, if n = 3 and k = 2, and if

(r3.i) is used we have the geometry of a quadruple of surfaces* in ordinary

space, with their points in correspondence. If n = 3 and k = 2, but if (T3.8)

is used, the configuration is a pair of congruences! in ordinary space with

their generators in correspondence.

* D. Sun, a student at Chicago, has elaborated the details of this geometry in a work as yet un-

published.   This was his doctoral dissertation, August 31, 1928.

t A. J. Cook, a student at Chicago, is studying this configuration in his doctoral dissertation.
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